Well-Being
Self-Care Basic Habits 1
Make good HABITS - routine it, reward it & repeat it
'Control the controllables' & Chunk it!

Emotional
45

/1
45/15
5

Diaphragmatic
(belly)
BREATHING - use
a breathing app.

Nutrition

1min/hr
1min/hr

2-2.5L/d

Eat the RAINBOW Fill your plate with
small portions of
different coloured
Everyday SMILE
food.
when you get up & as
Sugar high
you go to sleep.
SUGAR LOW!
THINK how you
Use sweets and
STAND up more, MOVE
can be active alcohol just as
every hour. STRETCH
Moderate,
REWARDS.
Intense and
regularly. Be inventively
Too much
Strength
active - solo & together.
sugar and
activities!
alcohol use up
vital nutrients
Create space for yourself - that are needed
ZONE the house! Create
to keep yourself
healthy.!
'opening hours'.
45

/1
45/15
5
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GREEN SPACE IT! Get out where
you can! 'Bring it in' via movies,
photos, pictures.

STRUCTURE
'social' time into
your day & week.

45

/1
45/15
5

HYDRATE - To keep your
self going. Drink regularly.
Adapt your drinking habits
to your new situation!

NOTICE & NAME your
emotions/feelings - It's
OK to feel different: be
'along side'
your emotions & own
them.

Physical

Social

CHUNK IT!
Don't get stuck
on tasks - Break
it down and start
with something
simple!

SAY Thank You, I Love You
and I'm Sorry more (we're
all grumpy sometimes)!

Eat REAL
food! If you
can, avoid
processed food.
Batch cook &
freeze.

45

/1
45/15
5

TOUCH BASE once a day
with someone (colleagues,
family, friends) outside of
your immediate place.

1000 random
thoughts CHOOSE 1 to
focus on!

45/15
STRUCTURE your 45/15
in 1hr
week/day/hours:
Focus 45/RECHARGE 15.

Recharge By:

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

Mental

45

/1
45/15
5

INK IT, ● Mind map/list
on your mind.
DON'T everything
● Notepad by your bed.
THINK ● NOTICE what you're
Thinking (& Feeling).
IT!
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Self-Care Basic Habits 1a
Breathing & Blood Sugar
Make good HABITS - routine it, reward it & repeat it. 'Control the controllables' & Chunk it!
To optimise energy and health, keep blood sugar stable
Diaphragmatic
Emotional
during the day, by eating foods which release energy slowly.
45

/1
45/15
5

(belly)
BREATHING - use
a breathing app.

1min/hr
1min/hr

Nutritional

Diaphragmatic, Belly or Deep Breathing is a key technique
to help you RELAX, it's a good DISTRACTION technique,
it can immediately reduce effects of ANXIETY and is used
for CHRONIC PAIN management.
7/11 breathing
The diaphragm is the most efficient muscle of breathing, so
is good for deep
breathe deep into the lungs by flexing the diaphragm
relaxation.
Breathe IN
instead of breathing shallowly by flexing the rib cage.
DO NOT use if you
have breathing or
heart conditions
without seeking
medical advice.

Learning to BELLY breathe requires PRACTICE,
concentration and awareness of your system.

4s Pause

4s Pause

4s IN

4s OUT

If you find
yourself
ANXIOUS,
ANGRY,
STRESSED use
Box/Squared
Breathing.
Take 3-6 DEEP
BELLY
BREATHS!
Breath in for 4s,
pause for 4s, out
for 4s, pause for
4s. REPEAT.

for 5-7s, Breathe OUT
for 9-11s. Start with 5/9
and work up to 7/11 if
you need to.

The best way to do this is choose carbohydrates that are
slowly digested and absorbed, producing only gentle rises
and falls in blood sugar.

Sugar high
SUGAR LOW!
Use sweets and
alcohol just as
REWARDS.
Too much
sugar and
alcohol use up
vital nutrients
that are needed
to keep yourself
healthy.!

Key principles:
COMBINE carbohydrates with protein and/or healthy
fats in EVERY meal and snack.
A plate = 1/2 veg, 1/4 protein, 1/4 starchy carbohydrates.
Eat starchy ('beige') carbohydrates like bread, potatoes and
rice only ONCE a day. SWAP them for wholegrains, beans,
pulses and vegetables which have more fibre and nutrients.

The BASICS: You can do it standing, sitting or lying down.
11s
Eat highly-refined carbohydrates (fizzy drinks, fruit juice,
1. Get comfortable and place one hand on your chest and 7s
OUT
IN
white bread, pasta, cake, biscuits) only OCCASIONALLY –
the other on your belly.
not every day! Use as a REWARD for other good habits.
2. Breathe in slowly through the nose allowing your stomach
to move out against your belly hand. Try to keep the hand
M T W Th F S Su
on the chest as still as possible. Start with 6 breaths. Your
Where possible AVOID highly processed foods, particularly
belly hand should be moving most.
low-fat options, which often contain added sugars.
3. Tighten the stomach muscles, letting them fall inward as For inspiration with recipes that are low in
carbohydrate:
you exhale through pursed lips.
*If you're lying down; Keep the knees bent & supported &
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/collections/low-carb_meals In practice, some examples:
head supported. **Breathing exercises can make you
https://www.dietdoctor.com/low-carb/recipes
lightheaded; use sitting or laying positions if in doubt.
https://www.themedicinalchef.co.uk/recipes/

No Right or Wrong!! Some people like to use MUSIC to
breathe to. Others will have an IMAGE to look at. Some
like 1-2min regular, others 5-10min 3/4 times a day. Find
CHUNK IT!
your way - mix it up. But PRACTICE! 7/11, BOX, or
Don't get stuck
longer deep relaxation sessions.
TOP
TIP:
To
master
on tasks - Break
45
/1
45/15
5
diaphragmatic breathing
it down and start
practice for 5-10 minutes
with something
about 3-4 times a day. You can
simple!
gradually increase the amount
of time once you are
5-10min
Use an APP to support
3-4/d comfortable doing this.
your breathing.
Use your TOILET breaks as a
bit of quiet time!!
45
45
45
1min/hr
1min/hr And/or do 1 minute every
/1
/1
/1
45/15
5
5
5
Recharge
By:
hour!
45/15
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Combining carbohydrates with protein and healthy fats to
slow the release of energy into the blood stream is also key.

45/15

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5
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Self-Care Basic Habits 1b
Mental & Physical Environment
Make good HABITS - routine it, reward it & repeat it. 'Control the controllables' & Chunk it!
Create space for
yourself - ZONE
the house! Create
'opening hours'.

1000 random
thoughts CHOOSE 1 to
focus on!

Within your available space, think
CREATIVELY about how you can structure
your rooms and move between spaces.
Reflect on what has changed most for you in
how you used to use your rooms.

ZONE IT - Create ZONES in the house or within rooms for
INK IT,
different activities (work, leisure, sleep, eating, quiet time,
DON'T
family time). Move furniture or find different ways to
THINK
DIVIDE UP space and mark the separate zones. Also use
IT!
TIME to zone spaces/rooms. Have a 'brain dump' pad next to

Use movement to
signal a change
in activity to
your brain.
Create a
SYMBOLIC
COMMUTE’
and other
physical triggers
to support the
transition.

BOOK IT! - With SHARED spaces, create a system to allow
different people to ‘book in’ for different times – create a
schedule that works for everyone. Create signs or other
ways of signalling whether someone can be disturbed.

you for those random thoughts &
worries. Keep a pad by your
bedside too!

Make a conscious choice about what you want your
INTERNAL mental environment to look and feel like. Take
control of it, don't let it control you. Make the CHOICE of
what you want to spend active time focusing on at any given
time - gently move random/invading thoughts to one-side,
returning to your chosen thought.

DISTRACTION

Make LISTS!
Do a DAILY GRATITUDE
journal - at the end of the day
write down 3 things you are
grateful for/you enjoyed today no matter how small!

ENRICH your environment – think about different multi-sensory
ways that you can create different zones that support their purpose.
As well as how it LOOKS, how it FEELS, SMELLS and SOUNDS,
can help STIMULATE different activities/moods.
What signifies work vs leisure for you?

Our minds randomly produce thousands of thoughts on a daily
basis, without any conscious request from us! These can be
driven by mood & emotion, what we've just seen or heard, our
inner anxieties or current worries and numerous problems
we're trying to solve. At present our minds are FULL of
different thoughts as we try and make sense of the new and
perhaps odd context we find ourselves in.

....Take your INSIDE world OUT!

Sometimes we have unhelpful thoughts that get in our way or are at
the wrong time. DISTRACT yourself: Use your 3-6 BELLY
BREATHS to refocus you; use a particular SONG or IMAGE; use
an elastic band on your wrist to SNAP yourself out of the unhelpful
thought pattern; use SELF-TALK by having key words or phrases
that jolt you onto your chosen thought.
45

/1
45/15
5

GREEN SPACE IT - Bring the outdoors INDOORS by
making use of screen savers, photos, pictures, plants,
movies and sounds that capture nature. Look out the
window regularly. Use the COLOURS of nature - Paint a
wall GREEN or make a mural of a nature scene!! Plan
your family OUTDOOR/Exercise time across the week use different days for different groups of people. When
out use your senses to ABSORB the environment.
45

/1
45/15
5
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Close your eyes. Take 10-15 minutes to relax,
breathe and take yourself to somewhere you love
to be. On a beach, walking up a mountain,
playing your favourite sport. Engage all your
SENSES: what do you hear, see; what can you
touch, smell; what do you feel? Devise your own
PLAY LIST of music that take you here.

Use an APP to support
your distancing.

Be TIDY - Protect your
personal environment!!

Move between spaces (including
outside) for your RECHARGE15
5-10min
3-4/d

Physical

DISTANCING

Make bathroom breaks an opportunity for quiet
time for breathing, mindfulness and reflection.

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

Mental

Choose to be there! If those random thoughts
enter your mind, gently move them on, watch
them disappear into the distance as you refocus on
your senses of where you are now, in your mind.

CHUNK IT!
Don't get stuck
on tasks - Break
it down and start
with something
simple!

Put different backgrounds on Zoom
to signify various types of call. Recharge By:

MOVE your physical location. Do 5 minutes PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY.

...Bring the OUTSIDE world IN!
45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

Switch Your Brain
ANALYTICAL
Words
Numbers
Reasoning

CREATIVE
Pictures
Music
Emotions

Master you INNER SPACE.
Bring the outside world in.
Take your inside world out!
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Self-Care Basic Habits 1c
Emotional & Social Well-Being
Make good HABITS - routine it, reward it & repeat it. 'Control the controllables' & Chunk it!

Emotional

NOTICE & NAME your emotions/feelings - It's OK
to feel different: be 'along side'
your emotions & own them.

Social STRUCTURE
'social'
time into
your day &
week.

EMOTIONAL SOUP - It is OK not to know how you feel in the current
times and OK to feel a whole range of emotions at the same time.
Don't GRAPPLE with your emotions, be comfortable walking alongside
them: there are no GOOD or BAD emotions, only HELPFUL & UNHELPFUL.
If you notice recurring patterns of feelings evaluate them and CHOOSE
to feel differently next time, if you want to!

Emotions are always as a response to something - watch yourself and NOTICE
what, when, how, where and who you are reacting to and NAME the emotions
you're having. But BE KIND to yourself about how you are feeling.
45

/1
45/15

● Remember to BREATHE, when
your emotions are getting too much
for you or are being unhelpful.
● Take a break, walk away and
refocus - remove yourself from the
immediate context: DISTRACT &
DISTANCE!

5

● Do 3 minutes of MINDFULNESS.
● Rate your emotions out of 100,
● REVERSE IT - think about the
opposite emotion and imagine you
being there, using your breathing.
5-10min
3-4/d

INK IT,
DON'T
THINK IT!

● What would you say to
your friend if they were in
the same situation?
● Tune into your thoughts
that exist with your
emotions.

SAY Thank
You, I Love
S! You and I'm
Sorry more
(we're all
grumpy
sometimes)!

Repeat for
days!

Do 10mins of moderate to vigorous PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
HUMOUR - Pepper your day/week with laughter; jokes books, podcasts, cartoons.

Use your social time each day to SUPPORT other
activities – celebrate small wins and
achievements together, work on new projects
collaboratively, ask about progress with
routines / exercise schedules / tasks.

45

/1
45/15
5

OUTSIDE
Think about the different SOCIAL NETWORKS that you need
to draw on and where you can provide support and help to
others.
CONNECT with support groups of people facing similar
issues to yourself to share ideas and support. Are there
particular networks you need to extend or strengthen?

CHUNK IT! Don't
get stuck on
tasks - Break it
down and start
with something
simple!

Dehydration affects your mood - Don't forget to HYDRATE!
2-2.5L/d

Beware of MOOD HOOVERS - Know who lifts & deflates your mood! ©15th April 2020

Recharge By:

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

AGREE TOGETHER what is important to you as a family/group
and how best to get along (e.g. agree house values or ground
rules).

HOT BUTTONS - Share what winds you up but also how others
can get the best of you. Work with and around others' hot
buttons.

and decide what mood you want to be in when you wake up. Write down 3 things you
are grateful for/you enjoyed today (no matter how small).
Use MUSIC - know what songs/genres shift your mood. Create play lists. Combine
songs with favourite IMAGES - close your eyes, listen, look and imagine!

Stay IN TOUCH 'socially' with people in your own home in
different ways (eating together, exercising, going outdoors).
But also ensure you all agree areas of personal space where
people can retreat if they need to be ALONE.

PEBBLE in your shoe - Have OPEN and honest conversations
so that minor irritations don’t escalate. Be graceful in
handling disagreements…don’t show up to every argument
you’re invited to!

VARY THE WAY YOU
CONNECT:
MOOD LIFTERS & SHIFTERS
Write
a letter/card
Moods are generally lower in intensity than emotions and last longer; they aren't necessarily in
response to something specific and they can creep up on us! CHECK-IN with your mood at various - Talk to your neighbours
points in the day and choose to 'stick or twist'.
(from a safe distance)
- Use different types of
Become a MOOD MASTER by taking time to understand what lifts or shifts your mood and
Technology for work and
doing something about it!
for social
Everyday GO TO BED HAPPY - complete a daily journal at the end of the day, dump your thoughts
- Read to someone

SMILE
when
you get
up & as
you go to
sleep.

INSIDE

Make sure your communication is BENEFICIAL............
AGREE expectations around when and how to fit with
everyone’s routine. Consider the TOPICS that you would
and would not like to discuss to support your mood.
Remember even Extroverts need their own space and
Introverts need to feel connected.

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5

45

/1
45/15
5
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